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ASYMPTOTIC COMPLETENESS
IN LONG RANGE SCATTERING II

By PL. MUTHURAMALINGAM AND KALYAN B. SINHA

ABSTRACT. — Asymptotic completeness is proved for —A/2+Ws(Q)+WL(Q) on L^R^), v^3. Here Wg
is a short range potential while W^ is a C'" long range potential for w large enough and W^ behaves like
( l+ lx l^a t oo for l/2<a<l.

1. Introduction

The existence of modified wave operators in long range scattering has been known for
some time ([1] to [5]). The completeness for these wave operators for Coulomb potential
was shown by Dollard [6] using an eigenfunction expansion. Various spectral properties
have been obtained by Lavine [7], Ikebe [8] and Saito [9]. The completeness problem
for a large class of long range potentials was studied by Weidmann [10] and
Georgescu [11] for the spherically symmetric case and by Ikebe and Isozaki [12] and
Kitada [13] for more general situation. Also Agmon [14] has given a proof of complete-
ness using eigenfunction expansion method. In the context of the algebraic theory
of scattering (see [I], Chap. 13), completeness for spherically symmetric potential was
established by Thomas [15].

More recently Enss ([16], [17]) and Perry [18] have proved completeness and absence
of singular continuous spectrum for long range Schrodinger operators on L2(RV) using
time dependent methods. While Enss obtained his results for a>(2v+2)/(2v+3). Perry
assumed a dilation analytic long range part as well as a>l/2. In this paper we prove
the existence and completeness of the wave operators for a>l/2 without assuming
dilation analyticity.

In section 2 we introduce the notations and state the assumptions made on the
potentials. We also collect here some results on asymptotic evolution of certain observa-
bles and on smooth perturbations from [19] and [7] respectively. These are used in
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58 PL. MUTHURAMALINGAM AND K. B. SINHA

section 6 to get higher order estimates in the asymptotic evolution of the observables. In
section 3, the generalised coherent states are introduced and their properties stated. The
section 4 is devoted to the proof of the main result while the more technical parts in it
are relegated to sections 5 and 6. In the appendix the existence of the wave operators
are obtained as a simple corollory.

2. Notations and preliminaries

Let Q=(Qi, . . .,Qv), P==(PI, . . .,Py) P/= -i'D/= -i8/9xj be the self adjoint opera-
tor families on L^R^, v^3 representing the position and momentum observables
respectively. Let Ho be the unique self adjoint extension of —A/2=1/2P2, the free
Hamiltonian and let

(2.1)
H^H+W^Q),
H=Ho+W(Q).

In (2.1) the real potentials Wg and W have the following properties:
f Ws(x)=(l+ [^^"^(x) for some £ in (0,1) where Vs,

^ ' ̂  [ is in U (R^ + L°° (R^ for some p > max { v/2,1}.

Furthermore, there exists a in (1/2,1) and an integer m with m > 4 + 2 v such that W is
a C^R") function and

(2.3) \DnW(x)\^(l+\x\r}n}~a

for all multi-indices n=(ni, . . . ,n^) of length |n| =n^-\-n^-\- . . . -^n^m.
Remark. - Note that Ws(Q)(Ho+ I)"1 is compact. For v=3 the Coulomb potential

W^(x)=k |x|~1, fc constant, can be written in the form Ws+W where Wg and W satisfy
(2.2) and (2.3) respectively (see e. g. [I], p. 531).

It is well known [I], [20], [21] that H', H are self adjoint on D(H') =D(H) =D(Ho); also
(H'+O-^H+O^H+O-^HO+O^H'+O-^HO+O^H+O-^H'+O.^O+O-^H+Q,
(Ho + 0 ~' (H' + i) are all bounded. Since (H' + i) ~' - (H + i) ~ \ (H' + i) ~1 - (Ho + 0 ~1,
(H+^-^Ho+Q"1 are compact we have that (p(H')-q)(H), ^(HO-q^Ho),
cp(H) —(p(Ho) are compact for any bounded continuous function on R vanishing at ± oo.

For any self adjoint operator B on X^L^R^ let ^,(B), e^.(B), ^p(B) be the
absolutely continuous, continuous, point subspaces of B and let E^(B), E^(B), Ep(B) be
the corresponding orthogonal projections. Also let B^=BE<.(B), B^=BE^(B). We
adopt the following notations:

V^expl-ftH'],
V,=exp[-ftH],
U,=exp[-ftHo],

'-r'Jo
X(t,P)= drW(TP).

Jo
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LONG RANGE SCATTERING 59

X(r, P) will also be denoted by X(t) when no confusion is possible. It is established in
[1] and [2] that the modified wave operators

(2.4) Q^s-limV^nexpt-iX^P)],
t ->• ±00

exist; are isometrics and satisfy the intertwining property

(2.5) V^=Q±U,.

Q±=5-limV*U(exp[-fX(r,P)]
t -»• ± 00

(2.6) and

ft± (H', H)=s-limV;* V,E,,(H).
t -»• ±00

The first type of wave operators is known to exist ([I], [2]) and we shall give an
independent proof in the appendix. The second wave operators for relative scattering
also exist and are complete by virtue of the results of [7]. Thus by the chain rule of
wave operators it suffices to show that Q± are complete in order to conclude the
completeness of Q^. This is precisely the content of section 4. Here we state the result
of [7] which takes care of relative scattering and which serves as an input to the
calculations of section 6.

THEOREM 2 . 1 . — Let H, H' be as above. Then
(i) ̂  (H-) = ̂  (W)\ ̂  (H) = ̂  (H),

(ii) The open interval (0, oo) does not contain any eigenvalue ofH.
(in) For \|/ in Co(0, oo), fin L2(RV) and y>l /2 there exists a constant depending only

on ^f and y such that

f" AlKi+iQinvKHwii^Kii/ii2 .
J — 00

(iv) 0^(11', H) exist and are complete i.e. both n+(H', H) and ^-(H', H) have the
same range ^^.(H").

Proof. — (ii) is the Kato-Agmon-Simon Theorem of [23]. The rest of the conclusions
are essentially the content of the Theorem 1 of [7].

Q.E.D.
We need also a result of [19] which we state as a theorem.

THEOREM 2.2. — Let A be the generator of the dilation group Yg given by
(Ye^)(x)=exp(-v9/2) g^xe-912) for -oo<e<oo so that A=1/4(P.Q+Q. P) on
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



60 PL. MUTHURAMALINGAM AND K. B. SINHA

y=y(^) and Ye==exp(-f9A). Then for any f in J^acW and <P ^V bounded conti-
nuous function on R

s-limV*(p(A/OV,/=(p(HJ/.
t -» ± 00

We shall use the notation F(M) for the operator of multiplication by the characteristic
function of the Borel set M c R\

3. Generalised coherent states and their properties

To prove Range Q±=Jf^(H), we use the idea of generalised coherent states
([25], [26], [27]).

Choose and fix c in (0, 1/3), TIG^R"), the Schwarz space of rapidly decreasing
functions, such that f|—the Fourier transform of T| has

(3.1) s u p p f | < = = { f e e R v : | f e | ^ c / 8 } .

We further normalize T| as

(3.2) hll^f dx\^(x)\2=\.
J^

Define, for (x, k) in Rv x R\ T|̂  by

(3.3) (rU(/0=(exp(-fx.^))ri(p-fe),

so that

(3.4) r|^Cy)=(exp(ffe.(^-x)))ri(y-x),

T|̂  is called a generalised coherent state.
For any Borel subset M of R" x ̂  define an operator R (M) on L2 (R") by

(3.5) R(M)=(27l)-v f dxdk(r}^.)^
JM

where the integral is to be interpreted in the weak sense. Then R is a positive operator
valued measure defined on the Borel subsets of R" x R\ Furthermore,

(3.6) O^R^N^^M^R^R^R^l.

Of special interest is when M = B x Rv or R" x B, B Borel in R^ In such a case,
R (B x R^, R (RV x B)] is a multiplication operator in the position [momentum space]
respectively and is given by,

(3.7) R(BxRV )=(aB^| r^ | 2 ) (Q) ,
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LONG RANGE SCATTERING 61

(3.8) inR'x^OcB^lripKP).

In (3.7), (3.8) ^ stands for the convolution operator and ^ the indicator function
of B. All these results are contained in [25] and [27].

Using (3.8), (3.1) it is easy to see that

(3.9) O^R{(x,fe): | fe |^[2c,(2c)- l]}^F( |P|^[3c,(3c)- l]) ,
(3.10) O^R{(x,^): |^ |e[2c,(2c)- l]}^F(|P|e[c,c- l]) .

Proceeding as in [25], p. 43 and using (3.7), we have that their exist constants to, Ko,
a function \|/: R^ -> [0, oo) with \|/(x) (1 + | x |)2 bounded such that for t^ to,

(3.11) O^R^x. fe^ lx l^ l r l^F^Ql^O+r^Q) ,

(3.12) O^R^x.^lxl^WlQl^^+^Ko.

4. Main result

From the definition and existence of Q± it follows that

(4.1) V ,0±=Q±U,

and

(4.2) Range Q^ c^,(H).

Then we have

LEMMA 4.1. - (i) ^an^Q±={/e^f:5-lim(n+exp[fX(0]-l)V,/=0},
( -»• ± 00

(ii) Let D={/ejf^(H): H spectral support offis compact in (0, oo)}.
J/s-lim (0± exp[fX(0]-l)V,/=0/or each fin D then ^^(H)=Range 0±.

t -*• ± 00

Proof. - The proof of (i) is obvious. For (ii) note that D is dense in Jf^(H), and
use (4.2), (i).

Q.E.D.

We now verify (ii) of Lemma 4.1 and this we split into two parts, one a result in the
norm operator topology and the other one in the strong operator topology. We prove
the result for t-> + oo only, the other case being similar.

Let/eD be such that H-spectral support of/is compact in (9c2/2, (18C2)"1) for some
c in (0,1/3). For r^Odefine

M^^x^eR^R^Ixl^.lfelepc^c)-1]},

M(t) =the complement of U(t) in R" x R\
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



62 PL. MUTHURAMALINGAM AND K. B. SINHA

Next, the two results referred above, are stated and their proofs are postponed till
sections 5 and 6.

THEOREM 4.2. - Let W and H be as in section 2. Then for every P satisfying
l -a<P<min {a,(m-2-v/2)/(m+v)}

lim| |{Q^exp[fX(0]-l}HR(M(^)) | |=0.
t ->• 00

THEOREM 4. 3. - Let P> 1/2. Then for every g in J^acW and for every \|/, a bounded
continuous function on [0, oo) mth \|/(0)=0,

s-limxKlQl.ltl-WV^O.
( -»• ± 00

A consequence of Theorem 4.3 is the following.

LEMMA 4.4. - Let M (0, / be as above. Then for P > 1/2

s-limR(M(rp))U*VJ=0.
t -»• 00

Proo/ - Choose (p in C^(0, oo) so that (p(H)/=/, O^cp^l and (p=0 outside
(9c2/2, (18c2)"1). Since (p(H)-cp(Ho) is compact and since fe ̂  (H) we have

(4.3) lim { | |{ l-(p(Ho)}U*V,/ | |=l im || {(p(H)-(p(Ho) }V,/|| =0.
t -> 00 ( -> 0)

Also by (3.6), (3.9)

(4.4) O^R^Oc^lkl^pc^O-^l-^Ho).

Combining (4. 3) and (4.4)

(4.5) lim l lR^k^lk^pc^O-^U^V./I^O.
( -»• oo

By using Theorem 4.3 it is easy to see that

(4.6) lim||F(|Q|^/2)U*V,/||=0.
t ->• 00

As in the derivation of (4. 5) we have using (3.6), (3.12) and (4.6)

(4.7) lim | |R{(x,fc): |x|^^}U*V,/ | |=0.
t -*• 00

The result follows from (4. 5), (4.7) and the property

R(MiUM2)^R(Mi)+R(M2) .

Q.E.D.

Now we have the main result as:

THEOREM 4.5.- (i) Range Q±=^,(H).
(ii) Range Q^Jf^H').
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LONG RANGE SCATTERING 63

Proof. — (i) (For positive sign only). Choose P such that
l—a<l /2<P<min{a , (w—2—v/2 ) / (w+v)} which is possible since a>l/2 and since
m > 4 + 2 v implies (m—2—v/2)/(m+v)>l/2. Let / have H spectral support as in
Lemma 4.4. Then

[[{Q^exp[fX(0]-l}V,/ | |= | |{n^exp[fX(0]-l}HR(M(^))U*V,/
+{Q^exp[fX(0]-l}HR(M(rP))U*V,/ | |
^ | |{^exp[fX(0]-l}U,R(M(^))| | ||/||+2||R(M(rP))U*V,/||

which converges to 0 as t-> oo by Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.4. Thus Lemma 4.1
(ii) is verified and the result follows.

(ii) Follows from (i). Theorem 2.1 (iv) and the chain rule for wave operators ([I], [2].
Q.E.D.

5. Proof of Theorem 4.2

The proof is in a sense similar to that of the existence of the wave operator Q+ given
in [1] and [2]. All absolute constants will be denoted by the same letter K.

Since exp[—fX(r)] is feebly oscillating [I], i.e.

5-lim exp [ - i X (t + s)] - exp [ - i X (t)] = 0 for each s,

we have

Q + = s-lim V* H exp [ - i X (t + s)].

Thus

{Q+exp[fX(5)]-l}U,R(M(sP))
= 5-lim { V* H exp (- i [X (t + s) - X (s)]) -1} U, R (M (s3)),

t-^ao

and

(5.1) | |{0^exp[fX(5)]-l}U,R(M(5P)) | |
^sup||{V*U,exp(-f[X(r+5)-X(5)])-l}U,R(M(5P))| |

t^O

r°° /]i ,. 1 1 ^
Jo

^fo oA|| r fV*^exp(-f[X((+5)-X(5)])U,R(M(5P))| |
Jo dt

^fooA||{W(Q)-W((^+5)P)}^^exp(-f[X(?+5)-X(5)])R(M(5P))| |.
JoJO
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64 PL. MUTHURAMALINGAM AND K. B. SINHA

By [1] and [2]

(5.2) U*{W(Q)-W(tP)}U.

= fldpU,%(VW)(pQ)^/pQ+lt/2 rripU,%(AW)(pQ)U,/.,
Jo Jo

We have by (2. 3), (5.1), (5.2)

(5.3) | |{0^exp[fX(5)]- l}U,R(M(5P) | |

^E r^f^piio+ipQi)-1-"
j = i J o Jo

xU(^s)/pQ,exp(-f[X(?+5)-X(s)])R(M(sP))| |

+K^^((+5)f lrfp||(l+|pQ|)-2-a

Jo Jo

xU(^s)/pexp(-f[X(r+5)-X(5)])R(M(^))| | .

The result will follow if every term of the right hand side of (5.3) converges to zero
as 5 tends to oo.

First, we consider the second term.
The r-integrand of the second term of the right hand side of (5. 3)

^(r+^f^piKi+ipQD^-FdQi^a+^c^p))!!
Jo

+0+5)f l^p| |F(|Q|^(^+5)c/(8p))U^^exp(-f[X(t+s)-X(5)])R(M(sP))| | .
Jo

Using Lemma 5.1 (ii) (see below) for the second term in the above expression and the
fact m — l / 2 v > 2 from (2.3) we get that the ^-integrand of the second term of the right
hand side of (5. 3)

^(r+sr^+K^+s) j ^{(t-hsVp^'^^+s)13^'^
Jo

^K^+sr^+^+s)1^172^-^1-^}.
By virtue of the choice of P, the second term of right hand side of (5.3) converges to 0
as s -> oo. Similarly, the t integrand of the 7-th terms of the first summand of the right
hand side of (5. 3)
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LONG RANGE SCATTERING 65

^ f rfpiio+ipQir^FdQi^t+^cAgp))
Jo

x U((+,)/P [Q,, exp (- i {X (t + s) - X (s) })]

x^(M(s^)\\+\dp\\(l+\pQ\)-l~'tF(\Q\^(t+s)c/(Sp))
Jo

xU(^exp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)])

x Q, R (M (s")) || + r dp || F (| Q | ^ (t + s) c/(8 p)) [U^^, Q,]
Jo

xexp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)])R(M(sP))| |

fldp||F(|Q|^(t+s)c/(8p))Q,
Jo

+I1Jo
(5.4)

xU^^exp(-f[X(r+s)-X(5)])R(M(sP))||

^K | ^p(r+5)- l-a | |{(a/aP,)exp(-f[X(t+5)-X(5)])}R(M(5P))| |
Jo

+Kf l^p(^+5)- l-a|||Q|R(M(5P))||
Jo

+K | ^pp-^+^llFdQl^+^c^p))
Jo

xU(r+,)/pP,exp(-f[X(t+s)-X(5)])R(M(sP))| |

+Kppp- l((+5) |[F( |Q|^(^+5)c/(8p))

xU^^exp(-f[X(r+5)-X(s)])R(M(sP))||.

Now using Lemma 5.1 (iv), (v), (iii), (ii) for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th terms respectively we
have that the right hand side of (5.4)

^K(^+5)- l-o(^ l-a+K(^+5)- l-a5p+K(^+5) l+v( l /2+p)-w< l-P\

Thus the first term of the right hand side of (5. 3) also converges to 0 as s ̂  oo.
Q.E.D.

We are left to prove Lemma 5.1 for which we use the method of stationary phase.

LEMMA 5.1.- (i) (Stationary phase). Let ^ be a compact subset of an open set G of
R\ Let for each real t

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



66 PL. MUTHURAMALINGAM AND K. B. SINHA

C(xo,t)={xo-{-kt:keG},

be the classically allowed region for particles starting at XQ mth velocities in G. Then for
any positive integer m, there exists a constant K^ such that

KU^X^I^K.tl+dist^C^r))]-- ^ ||D^(/Oexp(fXo.p))||,
| n | ^m

/or all g in L2 (R") with supp g <= ̂  anrf aJ? x^C(.)Co, t).
(ii) For O^p^l , t, s^O anrf m any positive integer, there exists a constant K^ suc/i

that

||F(|Q|^(t+s)c/(8p))U^^exp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)])R(M(5'$))||
^ K^ ((t + s)/p) - m +1/2 v s^ (t + s)"p.

(iii) TTie same estimate as in (ii) noMs w/ien U(t+,)/p is replaced by U((+,)/P Pj.
(iv) ||{(a/aP,)exp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)])} R(M(sf1)) || ̂ Kt1-',
(v) There exist constants Sy and K such that for s^Sy, \\ ^^(N^s^)))] ̂ Ks^.
Proof. - (i) See the proof of Lemma 2, [22], p. 336.
(ii) We follow [26] and use (i). Writing out the integral for R(M(s11)) and recalling

from (3.4) that || T)^ || = 1, we see that

(5.5) ||F(|Q|^(t+5)c/(8p))U(,^/pexp(-([X(t+s)-X(s)])R(M(s'i))||

^f^fx
- \ 8p }

sup f dxdk\{V^^(exp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)]))r]^}(q)\,
^q^6^t+s)c|S|>JM^sf}

where K is a constant. Now choose

^-={xeRV:2c-(c/8)^|x|^(2c)- l+(c/8)},
G^xeR^c-^Klxl^cr^c^)},

^={exp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)])}n,,

and apply (i) with XQ=O to get, when \q\ ̂ (t+s)c/(8p) and (x, k)eM(sft),

(5.6) |{U(,^/pexp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)])n^}(g)|

^K^{((+s)/p}-'» ^ ||D;{(exp(-l•[x.^+^+trfTW(TP)]))f^(p-fe)}||„
| n | ^ m J s

^K,{(t+5)/p}-w^+(^+s) l-a-51-T

^K^{(t-^s)/p}~m(t+s)m^ since l-a<P.

Substituting (5.6) in (5. 5) the result follows.
(iii) Similar to (ii).
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LONG RANGE SCATTERING 67

(iv) Using monotonicity of R, (3.10) and the inequality R^R we have

(5.7) O^R^M^^FdPle^c-1]).

Thus

IIU^P^exp^ipC^+st-X^DI^M^))!!

^ll^M^K^P^expOP^t+s^X^)]))!!
^F(\P\e[c,c-l])(8/8P,)exp(-i[X(t+s)-X(s)})\\ by (5.7)

^KllFdPle^c-^r^TO+lTPl)-0-!!
Js

^K IdTO^r^Kr1-01.
Jo

(v) Similar to (iv). By (3.11), there exists SQ^I such that for S^SQ,
O^R^NW^FdQl ^25^4-5-^(0), where |Q|2 \|/(Q) is a bounded operator.

Therefore,

| | |Q |R(M(5P)) | | 2=| | |Q|R 2 (M(5^)) |Q|[ |

^ 1 1 |Q|{F(|Q|^25P)+5-PvKQ)}|Q| II^K^P.
Q.E.D.

6. Proof of Theorem 4.3

A formal calculation shows that

( 6 . 1 ) (V*U,Q,U*V,-Q,)/= rrf55V,*(D,W)(Q)V,/
Jo

If ||(1+| Q|)-3/2VJ^ | |^K(1+ \s\)-3/2 for/in D(|Q|) then by (6 .1) we get

5-lim|Q| | r | -Pu*VJ==0 for P>1/2
t-*00

and so by Lemma 2.1 of [19] we get Theorem 4.3. In [18] the author derives a
similar result using dilation analyticity for the potential W. We do not assume dilation
analyticity, though, the potential W is C^ for sufficiently large m. If his method can be
compared to Taylor's series, our method is like Taylor's formula with remainder.

We give a heuristic argument how one can expect these results. By Corollory 2.7 of
[19], for suitable set of vector/in ^,,(H), V,* (5/A) V, / behaves like H-Vas |5| -> oo
and so [ s \' \ \ (1 + [ A |) -1 V, /[ [ is bounded in 5. Similarly we expect
151372 H O + l A l ) - ^ 2 V,/|| to be bounded in 5. These two results we prove in
Lemma 6.6 and 6. 7 respectively in a rigorous manner.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE



68 PL. MUTHURAMALINGAM AND K. B. SINHA

We use the following notations: For any two operators X, Y the operator [X, Y] is
given by

[X,Y]=XY-YX, (adx)Y=[X,Y], (ad^) Y = adx ad^-1 for j^\, ad^Y=Y.

Note that ad^W are all bounded operators for 7=0,1,2, 3.

LEMMA 6.1.- (i) [A, H] (H4-0~\ (H+i)~ 1 [A, H] are both bounded operators,
(ii) l l tA^KH+O^II^Ka+ls l ) ,

(iii) [A, \|/ (H)] (H + f) -1 is bounded for each \|/ in y (R),
(iv) [A,\|/(H)] is bounded for \|/ in ^(R),
(v) W {(adjy (W)} (H +1) ~j is bounded for k = 0, 1, 2; j = 0, 1, 2,

(vi) I lUadiKV^KH+O^IIWl+lsl) 2 ,
(vii) {(adjf) (v[/ (H))} (H + i) - 2 is bounded for \|/ in y (R),

(viii) (H +1) [A, H] (H + i) - 2 is bounded,
(ix) {(adiKH+O^H+O-^adAKH+O^H+O"2 are both bounded,
(x) (adi)(\|/(H)) is bounded for v|/ in ^(R),

(xi) l lnadiKVJHH+O-^K^+lsl)3 ,
(xii) (H + f) v|/ (H) {(adi) (H + i)2 } (H + i) ~ 3 is bounded for v|/ in y (R),

(xiii) (adi)(\|/(H)) is bounded for ^ in ^(R),
(xiv) A \|/ (H) (A + i) ~~1 is bounded for v|/ in y (R),
(xv) A2 \|/ (H) (A + f) ~ 2 is bounded for \|/ in y (R),

(xvi) A3 v|/ (H) (A+0- 3 is bounded for \|/ in ^(R),
(xvii) [A, (H +1) ~1] (H + i) is bounded,

(xviii) (adiKH+O"1 is bounded,
(xix) (H+0-1 A(1+|Q|)-2 , (H+0~1 A2(1+|Q|)-2 are both bounded,
(xx) A^H+Q-^ l+ lQl ) - 2 is bounded,

(xxi) (A+O2^^) (1+|Q|)-2 is bounded for v|/ in ^(R).

Proof. — (i) and (ii) are obvious.

(m) Follows from (ii) and [A,\|/(H)]= | r f s \Ks)[A, VJ.

(iv) is a consequence of (iii) and the identity

^^(^(H+OKH+O-^tA^CTl+^W^HKH+f)-1.

(v) Follows by the boundedness of the derivatives of W and the commutation rules
between P and Q.

(vi) Follows from (ii) on using (i), (v).
(vii) Similar to (iii).

(viii) and (ix) follow from the commutation rules.
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(x) Similar to (iv) by noting that

{(adiKvKHKH+O^H+O-2

={(adi)(v|/(H)}+2[A,vKH)][A,(H+l)2](H+0-2+v^/(H){(adi)(H+02}(H+0-2

and using (iv), (ix).
(xi) Similar to (vi), by using (vi), (ii), (v).

(xii) Obvious by the commutation rules.
(xiii) Similar to (x) by using (x), (iv), (ix), (xii).
(xiv) Follows from (iv) on using the equality

Av|/(H)(A+l)- l=[A,v| /(H)](A+0- l+v|/(H)A(A+0- l .

(xv) It is easy to verify that

A 2 v| / (H)(A+f)- 2 ={(adi)v | / (H)}(A+0~ 2 +[A,vKH)]A(A+f)- 2 +Av| / (H)A(A+l)- 2 .

The result easily follows from (x), (iv), (xiv)
(xvi) Similar to (xv).

(xvii) and (xviii) are obvious.
(xix) For (H+0-1 A(l+|Q|r2 note that A is a linear combination of

^QjO'^ 2. • • • » v) and 1 and that (H^-O"1?,, Q,(l+|Q|r2 are both bounded.
For (H+f )~ 1 A2^ +| Q|)~2 the result follows as in previous case by noting that A2 is

a linear combination of P^Q^, P,Q,0, fe=l , 2, . . . . v) and 1.
(xx) It is easily seen that

A^H+O-^l+lQlr^^adiKH+O^Kl+lQl) - 2

+2[A, (H+f ) - l ] (H+f ) (H+0- l A(l+[Q | ) - 2 +(H+0- l A 2 ( l+ |Q[ ) - 2 .

The result follows from (xviii), (xvii), (xix).
(xxi) Follows from (xiv), (xv), (xx) on using the identity

(A+^vKHKl+lQl ) - 2

={(A+0 2 v | / (H) (H+0(A+0- 2 } .{ (A+l ) 2 (H+l ) - l ( l+ |Q | ) - 2 } .

Q.E.D.

We shall need an interpolation result in the following form.

LEMMA 6.2 (Interpolation). - Let ^ be a Hilbert space, T a bounded operator on ^f;
X, Y positive selfadjoint operators on ^f. Furthermore assume that for real P, 8 mth
O^P<5 the operators Y^X^ and Y^X"5 are bounded. Then for each y in (P, §) the
operator Y^X"7 is bounded and

jjYYTX-^l^llY^X'^l^'^^-^HY^X-8!^-^8-^
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Proof. — Similar to Proposition 09, page 44, in [21].
Q.E.D.

Next Theorem combines Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2.

THEOREM 6. 3. - Let \|/ be in ^(R). Then
(i) the operators (ad^)(\|/(H)) ar^ bounded for 7=1, 2, 3,

(ii) th^ operators A^v^H) (A+0"-7 are bounded for j=l, 2, 3,
(iii) the operators (1 +1 A \y \|/ (H) (1 +1 Q |) -j are bounded for j = 1/2, 1, 3/2.

Proof. — (i) Refer Lemma 6.1 (iv), (x), (xiii).
(ii) Refer Lemma 6.1 (xiv), (xv), (xvi).

(iii) Follows from Interpolation Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.1 (xxi).
Q.E.D.

Remark. — All the calculations in the proof of Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.3 are to
be done as a form on y x y first and then extended by density to the whole Jf as a
bounded operator. All the objects like [A, H], [A, VJ, [A, v|/(H)], etc. are to be looked
upon as closure of the form on <97 x y.

From Theorem A. 1 of [19], we have for/, ge^, (V,/,Ag)=(V,A/,^)+(tV,H/,^)-

| ds (V, _, Wi V,/, g), where Wi = W -h f [A, W]. Multiplying both sides of the above by
Jo
^f(t) and integrating (as a Riemann Integral), one has

(v|/(H),/,A^)=(v|/(H)A/,^)+f(v|/'(H)H/,^+(GW/,^),

where G (\|/) = - \dt ^f (Q ^sV(_,WiV, (a strong Bochner integral). Clearly

G \
G (\|/) e ̂  (Jf) and || G (\|/) || = || Wi || 1 1 1 | ^f (t) \ dt j. Thus the second equation can be

/
extended as a form on D(A) and this also shows that \|/(H) D(A) c D(A). A long but
elementary calculation, similar to the above, shows that in fact \|/(H)D(AJ) c D(A7) for
j==l , 2, 3. Thus for example Theorem 6.3(ii) states that for 7=1, 2, 3, A^H^A-hf)^
is defined everywhere and is bounded. It also follows from the above equations that Y(
maps D(A) HD(H) into D(A) and

f-!Jo
V* (A -1 H) V,/= A/- ds V? Wi V,/, V/e D (A) 0 D (H).

Jo

Now we shall expand V* cp (A/r) V,, for (p in C^ (R), around t = oo and using Theorems
2.1 and 2.2 obtain the inequality

IKl+ lQl r^WV^A+O^I I^Ka+l t l ) -^ 2 for v|/inCo(0, oo).

This is fed back into the calculations to get the inequality

| | ( l+|Q|)- lv|/(H)V,(A+f)-2 | |=K(l+|t | )- l
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in Lemma 6. 6. One more interation leads to the desired inequality

| | ( l+|Q[)-3 /2v|/(H)V,.(A+0-3 | |^K(l+[r[)-3 /2

in Lemma 6.7.
For this we begin with a Lemma.

LEMMA 6.4. - (i) For (p in ^(R) define ^>(u)=(2n)~1 dt (p^)^.

Then for any selfadjoing operator B

^W=!du^(u)e-iuB,«/
i(p /(B)= dw «(;)(«)<?-"'",

-(f>"(B)=Uuu2v(u)e~"IB.

(ii) [A, H] = i (H - Wi) where Wi = W + i [A, W],
(iii) [A, [A, H]] = - H + W^ where W^ = Wi - »• [A, WJ,

(iv) V* (A -1 H) V, = A - | ds V,* Wi V, on D (A) U D (H).
Jo

(v) Define Y.., E(2,u), E(3,u) fcy

Y,, = exp (— in A),
r« /•>.1

E(2,M)=(H+l•)- lY„ f^ P ^Y?,{adi(H)}Y,,(H+0-1,
Jo Jo

E(3,M)=(H+i)-lY„ f"^i P'^ r2^3Y?3{adi(H)}Y^(H+0-l.
Jo Jo JoJo Jo Jo

Then

| |E(2,M)||^K|«[2 for all u in R

and

| |E(3,u)[|^K|«|3 foralluinR.

(vi) For t ̂ 0 and (p in ^(R) rie/ine E(2, (p, t), E(3, (p, t) ̂

2,<p,o=rE(2,(p,Q= rfu$(u)E(2,u/t),

E(3,(p,Q= du$(u)E(3,u/().
•/
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Then

||E(2,(p,0||^K(cp)H-2,

and

E(3,(M)||^K((p)|r|-3,

where K((p) fs a constant depending only on (p.
Let (p, t as fn (vi). Then as a form on D(H),
(vii) f[H,(p(A/0]=-ir1 (^(A/t) [A,H]-i(H+OE(2,(M)(H+i),

(viii) i [H, (p (A/0] =-it-1^ (A/Q [A, H]
+l/2fr2q) / /(A/0{adi(H)}+(H+OE(3,(p,0(H+0,

(ix) ^{V^A/OV^-r^q^A/^Ar1

Jr
+i[A,H]}V,-fV*(H+OE(2,cp,r) .(H+OV,,

(x) - r f{V*(p(A/^)V,}=-r lV*(p /(A/r){Ar- l+f[A,H]}V,
a^.

+ llr2V*(p//(A/0{adi(H)}V,+V*(H+f)E(3,(p,0(H+OV,.

(xi) If further (p=0 m a neighbourhood ofO then

[[(H+O-^A/^l+lQlr^Ka+H)-7 for y in [0, 1].

Proof. — Observations in the Remark preceeding the Lemma 6.4 leads to an easy
verification of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Next we note that

IKHo+l^Y^HoY^JI and | |Y^HoY^(Ho+l)-11|

are uniformly bounded for O^^^^i ̂ u and for u^^^^^O respectively and thus (v)
follows from (iii).

(vi) is obvious from the definition and (v).
(vii) Since Y^ leaves D(H) =D(Ho) invariant, one has as a form on D(H()) the identity:

[H.YJ^r^/JA.Hl-Y^ [ult d-k, r'Y^adKH^Y^.
Jo Jo

Now the result follows from (i) and the definitions in (vi).
(viii) Similar to (vii) by noting

[H, YJ = iut -1 Y,/, [A, H] -1/2 (u/t)2 Y^ { adi (H)}
ru/t /-Xi ^2ru/t /-Xi ^2

-fY,J d^\ d^\ ^3Y?3{adi(H)}Y^
Jo Jo Jo
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(ix) Since

d { V* (p (A/0 V,} = V* i [H, <p (A/0] V, -1 - 1 V* (p- (A/r) (A/r) V,,
d^

we apply (vii) to get the result.
(x) Similar to (ix) where instead of (vii) use (viii),

(xi) Clearly ||[(Ho+ir1, YJ ||^K | u/t \ for all u and t and so:

(6.2) [[[(Ho+l)- l,vKA/0]||^K(v|/)(l+[^[)- l for v|/in^(R).

By the commutation rules (;+A) (Ho+^'^l+lQl)" 1 is bounded and thus by the
interpolation Lemma 6.2, we see that

(6.3) (1 +[ A ^(Ho+l)"^! +101)-^ bounded.

Further,

(6.4) | |(p(A/o(i+|A|n||^K(i+Hn.
The result follows from (6.2), (6. 3), (6.4) and the identity

^^^^"^(A/rXl+lQD-^^+O'^Ho+^KHo+l)-1 , (p(A/0](l+|Q|)-^
+(H+0- l (Ho+l ) (p(A/ r ) ( l+ |A | ) -^ ( l+ |A^(Ho+l ) - l ( l+ |Q | ) - Y .

Q.E.D.

In what follows we shall often use the big 0 notation. We write B(0=C(0+0(|^[7)
to mean [| B (t) — C (t) [[ ̂  K [ t [Y for some constant K.

LEMMA 6.5. — (i) Let \|/ be in C^(0, oo) and V any measurable function on R^ such
r^lVOc^KO+ljcl)--01. Then

||r^V?V(Q)V^(H) ^(l+H)172,
II Jo

Let r^O. Then for (p in .^(R) \vith (p= 1 in a neighbourhood ofO and \|/ in Co(0, oo), \ve
have

||(H+0" l^{V*(p(A/OV,}vKH)(A+0- l||^K(l+|t|)-3/2,
d?

(iii) For (p, \|/ ^5 m (ii)

||(H+0- lV*{(p(A/0-(p(H)}V,v|/(H)(A+f)- l||^K(l+|r|)- l /2,

(iv) | |(1+|Q|)/1/2V^(H)(A+0-1 | |^K(1+|^|)-1/2 for v|/ in Co(0, oo).
Proo/. - (i) Let fe L2 (R^ be such that || /|| = 1. Then

fJo
^V?V(Q)V^(H)/

o II
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^r^||V(Q)V,<|/(H)/||
Jo

( f t -) 1/2 f fco •) 1/2
^ ds^ ^ ds||V(Q)V^(H)/||2^ by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

^K(l +111)1'2 by Theorem 2 .1 (iii).

(ii) Using Lemma 6.4 (ix), (ii), (iv), (vi), (xi) and Theorem 6.3 (ii) and the fact that
\ | / (H)D(A)$D(A)weget

(H+O-^V^A/OV^vKHKA+O-1

at

=t-2y*^{^/t)V,^ds^W^\^W(A+i)-l+0(l+\t\r3'2}.
Jo

Now the result follows by applying (i) to the first term.
(iii) Since ̂  (H) = \1> (HJ, by Theorem 2.2 s-lim V* (p (A/t) V, v|/(H) = <P (H) ̂  (H).

t ->• 00

The derivative in (ii) is strongly continuous for ^0 and thus the result follows by
integrating (ii).

(iv) We deduce (iv) from (iii) by an appropriate choice of (p. For the given v|/ in
C^(0, oo) choose (p such that O^cp^l , (p=l in a neighbourhood of 0 and (p=0 on
support of v|/. For such a (p we have (p(H) v|/(H) =0 and thus by (iii) we have

(6.5) ||(H+0- l(p(A/OV,v|/(H)(A+0- l||^K(l+|^)- l/2

and clearly

(6.6) | [ ( l+ |A|)- l / 2{l-(p(A/0}| |^K(l+ | t | ) - l / 2 .

Choose v(/i in C^ (0, oo) such that 0^\|/i < 1, \|/i = 1 on supp v|/. Then we get

||(1+|Q|)-1/2V^(H)(A+0-1 | |^||(1+|Q|)-1/2^(H)(H+0||
x | | (H+0- l(p(A/OV^(H)(A+f)- l | |+ | | ( l+|Q|)- l / 2^(H)(l+|A|) l /2 | [

x[ |( l+|A|)- l /2{l-(p(A/0}| | | |V^(H)(A+0- l | | .

Now we deduce (iv) by using (6.5), (6.6) and Theorem 6. 3 (iii).
Q.E.D.

Remark. — If W=0, then Lemma 6.4 (X) reduces to

- d{U? t(p(A/OU,}=-r 2U? t(p /(A/O^A- lr 2U? 6(p / /(A/OU,Ho
dt 2

+ u* (Ho + o E (3, (p, o (Ho + o n,
since f[A,Ho]= -Ho and since (At^-^L^UtAr1.
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Thus in such a case. Lemma 6. 5 (iii) looks like

| |(Ho+0- lU*{(p(A/0-(p(Ho)}^v|/(Ho)(A+0- l | [=0(r l).

The lower rate of r-decrease in the general case is therefore due to the fact that
V*(A t~1 +f[A, H]) V , — A r ~ 1 contains the potential W and its derivatives, and turns out
to be of the order t~1'2.

LEMMA 6.6. — (i) Let V^R^-^R be tmce differentiable \vith bounded deriva-
tives. Furthermore let \ V (x) [ ̂  K (1 +1 x |)"1/2 and \|/ be in C^° (0, oo). Then

|| [^^^^^^^^(^(A+O^II^KCl+l^)^2 ,
1 1 Jo I I

(ii) Let Vi, ¥2: Rv -> R be measurable such that | V^ (x) \ + | V^ (x) | ̂ K(l +1 x |)-01 anrf
v|/i,v|/2eCc°(0,oo). T^n

(\V?V,(Q)vMH)V, P^V^V^Q^vMH) ^K(1+H),
Jo Jo

(iii) | [V*(A-^H) 2V,v| / (H)(A+0 - 2 | |^K(l+|f[) for v|/m C? (0, oo),
(iv) [[(A^-H^vKHKA+r'II^KO+H)-172

and

| | (H+0(A^ l-H)V<v|/(H)(A+0~2 | |^K(l+|^ | )- l /2 /or ^^^(O, oo).

(v) Let q> ̂  fn <^(R) ^ith (p= 1 m a neighbourhood ofO and i)/ m C^(0, oo), ^n

||(H+0- l^[V? t{(p(A/0-(p /(A/0(A?- l-H)}VJv|/(H)(A+0-2 | |^K(l+|^|)-2 .
ar

(vi) For (p, v|/ as m (v)

| | (H+0- l{(p(A/0-(p(H)-(p /(A/0(Ar l-H)}V,v|/(H)(A+0-2 | |^K(l+|^|)- l ,

(vii) | [(l+|Q|)- lV^(H)(A+l)-2 | |^K(l+|r |)- l for ^mC?(0,oo).

Proof. — (i) Integrating by parts we see that

i r^v^H.v^vKHKA+o"^ ^dssd(^yy^(H)(A+i)-l
Jo Jo dso Jo ds

Ft
— * \r* \r\r J, /i-n ^ A i ,'\ -1 I /7<, \7* A7\7 J» ̂ u^ r A i ^ -1=tV*VV,\|/(H)(A+0- l-|dsV,*VV,v|/(H)(A+0~ l.

Jo

Now the result follows from Lemma 6. 5 (iv), (i).
(ii) Let fe L2 (R") be such that ||/1[ == 1. Then

r^v?v,^(H)v, P^V^VMH)/!!
Jo Jo II
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^ f ds [s dy || Vi <|/i (H) V, V,* V^ vl/2 (H) V,/1|
Jo Jo

= [ d y r^||VivMH)V,V?V,vMH)V,/||
Jo Jy

by Fubini's theorem

^Kjr^^-^^iiiv.^wv^n
I Jo J

by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Theorem 2.1 (iii).

U t ')l/2
^K ^(t-^)^

3 J

again by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Theorem 2.1 (iii).

^K(l+|t |) .

(iii) Choose \|/i in Co'(0,oo) such that v|/i\|/=v|/. Then by a previous remark
^(^^(A^c^A2) and

V^A-^V.vKHKA+O-2

=^^^{V?(A-sH) 2V,}v| / (H)(A+l)- 2+0(l)
Jo ds

by Theorem 6. 3 (ii)

=-2^^V?Wl(A-sH)V,v|/(H)(A+0 -2-^^V?[A,WJV,v|/(H)(A+0-2

Jo Jo

+ rsV^wjv^vKHKA+o^+OQ)
Jo

by Lemma 6.4 (ii)

=-2rri5V?WiVl/i(H)V,V,*(A-sH)V,v|/(H)(A+0-2

Jo

-2^dsV?WJA,^(H)]V,vl/(H)(A+l)-2+0((l+|^)l/2)
Jo

by Lemma 6. 5 (iv) and Lemma 6.6 (i)

=0(1 +111) by Lemma 6.4 (iv), Lemma 6.3 (ii). Lemma 6.6 (ii) and Lemma 6.3 (i).
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(iv) By Lemma 6.4 (iv) and Theorem 6. 3 (ii) we get

Ft
V^A-^V.vKHKA+O'^^O)- rfsV^WiV.vKHKA+O-^OCO+lrl)172)

Jo

by Lemma 6. 5 (iv).

We have proved the first result. We deduce the second result from the first. By
commuting (H + i) we have

(H+l)(Ar l-H)V,v| / (H)(A+0-2=-lr- lHv|/(H)V,(A+l)-2

+fr l WlV|/ (H)V,(A+0 - 2 +(Ar- l -H)V,(H+l)vl / (H)(A+0 - 2 .

Now the second result is an easy consequence of the first result.

(v) (H+0- l^{V*[(p(A/0-(p /(A/0(A^ l-H)]V,}^(H)(A+9-2

at

=-(H+f)- l r lV*(p / (A/0(Ar l+f[A,H])V, \ | / (H)(A+0 - 2+0(^ 2 )
-(H+O^V^cp^A/Of^Ar^Hl+ftH^^A/^KAr^-H)

-t~l^(A/t)At~l(At~l-H)-t~l^(A/t)At~l}y^(H)(A-}-i)~2

by Lemma 6.4 (ix), (vi),

=0(r-2)+r lv*(H+0 - lcp / /(A/0(Ar l+f[A,H])(Ar l-H)V,v| / (H)(A+o-2

- l l r 2V*(H+9- l (p / / / (A/0{^i(H)}(H+0- l (H+0(Ar l -H)V,v | / (H)(A+0- 2

+0(?-3)(H+0(A^- l-H)V,v| /(H)(A+0-2

by Lemma 6.4 (viii).
The desired result follows from Lemma 6.4 (ii), Lemma 6.6 (iii). Lemma 6.4 (xi),

Lemma 6.6 (iv) boundedness of { adj[ (H)} (H + i) ~1 and Lemma 6.6 (iv).
(vi) For (p, v|/ as in (v) we have by Theorem 2.2 that

s-lim V* { ( p (A/0 - (p (H) - (p- (A/0 (A t-1 - H)} V,v|/ (H) = 0.
(-••00

As in Lemma 6. 5 (iii), an integration of (v) leads to (vi).
(vii) Choose (p, v|/i as in the proof of Lemma 6. 5 (iv). Than clearly

| [ ( l+ |A|) - l {l- (p(A/^)+(p / (A/0(Ar l -H)}v | / (H)[ |^K(l+ |^ | ) - l .

Now the rest of the proof is similar to that of the Lemma 6.5 (iv) on using
Lemma 6.6 (vi).

Q.E.D.
LEMMA 6 . 7 . — Let v|/, v|/i, \|/2 be in C^ (0, oo) such that \|/i v|/=v|/ and v|/2 \[/i =\|/i. Also

assume that (p m ^(R) 15 SMC/I ^ia^ (p= 1 in a neighbourhood ofO.
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Then:
(i) | | ( l+|Q|)-YP,v| /(H)V,(A+0-2 | |^K(l+| t | )-^

for y in [0,1] and j= 1,2, . . ., v,

(ii) | | (H+0(Ar l-H)2V,v| /(H)(A+0-2 | [^K(l+|r | )- l ,

|^5V,*(A-5H)V,V,*[H,WJV,v|/(H)(A.+f)-2 ^(l+ltl)3^,
Jo

(lv) r^V,*(A-5H)[A,WJV,v|/(H)(A+f)-2 ^K(l+|(|)3/2 ,
Jo

(v) r 1
rf5V?(A-sH)2WlV,v|/(H)(A+0-2

Jo

^((l+lrl)3^ |rfsV?(A-sH)Wi(A-5H)V,\ | / (H)(A+0~ 2 ,
Jo

i) ^(vi) p
^sV^A-s^W^A-sH^vKHKA+O"2

Jo
^sV,*(A-sH)Wi(

Jo

Ft
=0((1+|^|)3/2)+ rf5V,*Wl(A-sH)2V,v|/(H)(A+0-2,

Jo
(vii) ^t

^V?WJv|/,(H),(A-5H)2]V,v|/(H)(A+f)-3=0((l+|t|)3/2),
Jo r'(viii)

^V?WiV,^(H)
JoJo

x ^^V,*[A-^H,WJV,v|/(H)(A+0-3=0((l+|f|)3/2),
Jo

(ix) f t . f5

^V?Wi^(H)Vj ^V?WivMH)V,
Jo Jo

x rdzV^WiVl/CTV^Oai+lrl)3^),
Jo

(x) V^A-^V^HKA+O-^oai+lrl)3/2^
(xl) (H+0- l r f {r l V*(p / / (A/OHV,}v | / (H) (A+f) - l

at
»•
^ -^^(H+O^V^cp^A/OV.Hil /WtA+O^+Ott l+l r l ) - 5 ^) ,

(xll) (H+0- l r f [V*{(p(A/0-(p / (A/0(Ar l -H)
at
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+1 ^-^"Wt)(^t~l-H)^-\|lit-l^"(^|t)

H}W(H)(A+0 - '=6»u l+ ] /p ^),

(xiii) (H+i)~l{<f>(A/t)-((>(H)-(f>'(A/t)(At~l-H)

+l/2(p / /(A/t)(A2^2-2Ar lH+H2)}V,^|/(H)(A+^•)=0((l+[t |)-3 /2),
(xiv) IKl+lQlr^vKHKA+O-^KO+ltl)-3 /2 .
Proo/. - (i) For j, k = 1, 2, . . ., v it is clear that (1 +1 Q |) -l P̂ . (H +1)-1 Q^ is bounded

by using the commutation rules. So (1 +1 Q |) -1 P .̂ (H + ;•)-1 (1 +1 Q |) is bounded, which
with Lemma 6.6 (vii) yields

(i+lQD^p.v^HnA+ir^oai+Mr1).
Then the result follows by the interpolation Lemma 6.2.
(ii) By using the commutation rules repeatedly we have, on the range

ofvKHHA+O-^H+iXA t^-H)2

=(At-l-H)2(H+i)+2t-l[H,^](H+i)-l(H+i)(At-l-H)

+r2[A,[H,A]](H+0- l(H+0- l(H+l)-r l[H,[H,A]](H+0- l(H+0.

Note that [H, A] (H+i)-1, [A, [H, A]] (H+f)-1, [H, [H, A]] (H+i)-1 are all bounded
operators. Now the result is a consequence of Lemma 6.6 (iii) and Lemma 6.6 (iv)

(iii) Note that by Theorem 6.3 (iii), (A-sH) [Ho, Wi]<|/(H) is defined everywhere
and

i \ <fasV,*(A-sH)V,V,*[H,Wi]V^(H)(A+f)-2

.,,-4
J(

=rV*(A-rH)WiV,v|/(H)(A+0-2- ^V,*(A-sH)WiV^(H)(A+i)-2

+ [ ̂ sV^W^V^HKA+O-2

Jo

as in Lemma 6.6 (i) by using Lemma 6.4 (iv)

^V^W^A-tH^vKHKA+O^+OO+lr] )

-^^V,*Wl(A-5H)V^(H)(A+f)-2+0(l+|r | )+0(l+|r | )
Jo

by Lemma 6.6 (vii) Lemma 6. 7 (i). Lemma 6.6 (i) and Lemma 6.6 (vii)
= 0 ((1 +111)3/2) by Lemma 6.6 (iv).

J'Jo
(iv) ds V! (A - 5 H) [A, WJ V, v|/ (H) (A + i) - 2

= P rf5 V? {[adi (Wi) - s [H, [A, WJ]} V, v|/ (H) (A + i) - 2

JoJO
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+ risVnA.WiKA-sH^^HKA+ir'•rJo
^ ( i + l ^ + o o + i t D + o a i + i r i ) ^ 2

by the boundedness of adi(Wi), Lemma 6.6 (i), and Lemma 6.6 (iv).
(v) The result follows from (iv) and (hi) on using the identity

(A-sH) 2 Wl=(A-5H)Wl(A-sH)+(A-5H)[A,Wl]-5(A-5H)[H,Wl] .

(vi) Clearly

(6.7) (A-sH)W,(A-sH)=W,(A-sH)2+[A-sH^,](A-sH).

Furthermore

|^V?[A-sH,WJ(A-sH)V,\ | / (H)(A+0~2

JoJo

=0=0((l+|^|)3/2)+f^^s^-{V?CWlV,}V?(A-sH)V,v|/(H)(A+f)- ;

Jo ds

by Lemma 6.6 (iv)

^OKl+lrD^+ftV^W^A-r^V^WtA+O-2

i IrfssV^WiV.vKHHA+O-2-^ |\
Jo Jo

+f ^5V?W2V^(H)(A+0-2-f ^V?Wi(A-sH)V,v|/(H)(A+i)
Jo Jo

-2

by integration by parts and Lemma 6.4 (iv)

(6.8) = 0 ((1 +1 ^ \)312) by Lemma 6.6 (iv), (vii).

The result now follows from (6. 7) and (6. 8).
(vii). On using the Jacobi identity for the commutator bracket we have

(6.9) -[vMH),(A-sH)2]
= { adi (v|/i (H))} - s [H, [A, v^ (H)]] + 2 [A, ̂  (H)] (A - s H)

= { adi (v|/, (H))} + si [v^ (H), WJ + 2 [A, v|/i (H)] (A - 5 H).

By (6.9), Lemma 6. 3 (i). Lemma 6.6 (iv) one gets

-^^V?W,[^(H),(A-5H)2]V^(H)(A+0-2

Jo

=0(l+|^|)+f^^5V?{Wl^(H)Wl-W2v|/,(H)}
Jo

xV,v|/(H)(A+n ^Od+ltl)^2)

=0 ( ( 1 + r l)^2) by Lemma 6. 5 (iv).
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(viii) ds V? Wi V, v(/i (H) ( dy ̂  [A-yH, W^] V, ̂  (H) (A + ;•) - 2

Jo Jo

^K S'ds P^lltA.WJV^HKA+O-2!!
Jo Jo

: I ^|| fs^^V,*[H,WJV,v|/(H)(A+f)-2||
Jo Jo

+K
Jo Jo

= 0 ((1 +111)372) by Lemma 6. 5 (iv) and Lemma 6.6 (i).

(ix) Similar to Lemma 6.6 (ii).

(x) For v|/ in Cy(0,oo) choose v|/i, ^ in CS°(0,oo) such that
\|/i \|/ = \|/, \|/2 v|/i = \|/i. Then

-V*(A-rH)3V^(H)(A+9-3=-^^ r f{V,*(A-5H)3V,}v|/(H)(A+f)-3+0(l)
Jo as

by Theorem 6.3 (ii)

= f (faV^W^A-s^^A-s^W^A-sH)
Jo

+(A-sH) 2Wl}V,<^/(H)(A+0- 3+0(l)

by Lemma 6.4 (ii)

=|(faV,*{Wl(A-sH)2+2(A-sH)Wl(A-sH)}V,vKH)(A+0-3

Jo

+0((l+| t | )3 /2)by(v)

=3^risV,*Wl(A-sH)2V,v^/(H)(A+0-3+0((l+[d)3/2)by(vi)
Jo

f
=3j ^V^Wi^WV^V^A-s^^^vKH^A+O^+oai+ltD^by^ii)

Jo

=3r^V,*W,^(H)vJ51 d

Jo Jo

by Theorem 6.3 (ii)

=3 | ^V,*Wi^(H)V, ^^-r f{V^(A-^H)2V,}<^/(H)(A+^)-3+0(l+[d)3/2)
Jo Jo dy

=-3 r^V?W^(H)V, fs^V?{(A-^H)W,
Jo Jo

+Wl(A-^H)}V,v| / (H)(A+f)-3+0((l+|^ | )3 /2

by Lemma 6.4 (ii)

=-6 ^V,*WivMH)vJ ^V,*Wl(A-^H)V,v|/(H)(A+f)-3+0((l+[d)3/2)
Jo JoJo Jo
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by (viii)

=-6 r^V?WiiMH)V, r^V,*WJA-^H,v|/i(H)]V^(H)(A+f)-3

Jo Jo

-6 r<foV?W,vMH)V, r^V,*W,vMH)V,Av|/(H)(A+0-3

Jo Jo

+ 6 p ffa V? Wi ̂  (H) V, [s ̂  V? W^ vMH) V,
Jo Jo

x r^zV^WiV^vKHHA+O^+OKi+l^2

Jo
by Lemma 6.4 (iv)

= First term + 0 ((1 + 1 1 \)312) by Lemma 6.6. (ii) and Lemma 6 .7 (ix).

As in the proof of Lemma 6. 6 (ii) we have that the first term = 0 ((1 + 1 1 \)312). Now
the result follows.

(xi)

(6.10) ^{t- lV*(p / /(A/OV,H}=-r2V*q) / /(A/OV,H+r l r f{V*(p / /(A/OV,}H.
dt dt

As in Lemma 6. 5 (ii) one can prove

(H+0- l r f /A{V*(p / / (A/OVJH^(H)(A+0- l =0( l+ | r | ) - 3 / 2 )

and the result easily follows from (6.10).
(xii) As in Lemma 6 .6 (v) but using Lemma 6.4 (x), (vi), (ii), (iii) we get, on Range

(\ | /(H)(A+0~3) , after a lengthy calculation

d-[V*{(p(A/0-(p /(A/0(Ar l-H)+l/2(p / /(A/0(Ar l-H)2}VJ
dt

=V*(p / / (A/0{- l /2fr 2 H+l/2fr 2 W2+l/2r 2 [Wl,A]+l /2r l [Ho,Wl]}V,
+V*(p / / / (A/0{- l /2f r 2 ( -H+W2)(Ar l -H)

-l^r^Ar-^-^-l^^W^Ar^-H)2}^
+V*(p ( i v )(A/0{l/4fr2[adi(H)](Ar l-H)2}

xv^H+ooai+Hr^H+i)
+(H+00(( l+ | t | ) - 3 ) (H+0(Ar l -H)V,

+(H+00(( l+ |^ | ) - 3)(H+0(Ar l-H) 2V,.

Now the result is a consequence of (xi). Lemma 6.4 (xi), Lemma 6 .6 (vii). Lemma 6 .7
(i), Lemma 6.6 (iv). Lemma 6 .7 (x), Lemma 6.4 (xi), Lemma 6 .6 (iii), Lemma 6 .7 (ii),
Lemma 6.6 (iv) and Lemma 6. 7 (ii).
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(xiii) A simple calculation shows that

(6.11) (A-rI^A^rAH+rW+^H-frWi,
and clearly

(6.12) lim llr^^A/OWj^O.
| t | -. 00

By using Theorem 2.2 we have

(6.13) 5-lim V*(p(A/OV^(H)=(p(H)v|/(H),
I t | -»• oo

(6.14) 5-lim V^A/^KA^-H^vKH)^,
M-OO

and

(6.15) 5-lim V*cp / /(A/0(A2^2-2Ar lH+H2)V,\ | /(H)=0.
| f | ^ 00

As before, we note that the derivative in (xii) is strongly continuous on Range
(\|/(H) (A +1)"3). On integrating (xii) and using (6.11)-(6.15) we have that

I^H+O-^^A/O-cpCT-^A/rKA^-H)

+l/2(p / /(A/0(A2r2-2Ar lH+H2)

-l /2f^ l(p / /(A/OW,}V^(H)(A+0-3[[^K((l+|r | )-3 / 2) .

Now the result follows from Lemma 6.4 (xi).
(xiv) Choose (p, v|/i as in the proof of Lemma 6.6 (vii). Then clearly

[[(l+lAlr^l-^A/O+q^A/rKAr1-^
-l/2(p / /(A/0(A2r2-2Ar lH+H2)}v|/(H)[|^K((l+|^|) - 3 / 2).

Rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.6 (vii).
Q.E.D.

LEMMA 6.8.- (i) For v|/ in e^(R), (1+| Q |)v|/(H)(l+|Q|)~1 15 a bounded operator.
(ii) Let D={\ | /(H)/: v[/eCy(0, oo), /e^R^}. Then D is dense in

Jf^ (H). Further D S Dom (1 4-1 Q |).

Proof. — (i) As in Lemma 6.1 (hi) it is easily seen that [Q .̂, \|/(H)] (H+0"1 is bounded
for each; and for each \|/ in ^(R). As in Lemma 6.1 (iv), [Qy,\|/(H)] is bounded for \|/
in ^(R). The result is now clear.

(ii) That D is dense in Jf^(H) is obvious. The second assertion follows from (i).
Q.E.D.

THEOREM 6. 9. - Let P > 1/2 and f be in ̂ , (H). Then
(i) 5-lim V* U, exp [ - iu. Q 1 1 1 - p] U* VJ=ffor each u in R\
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(ii) for any bounded continuous function (p on [0, oo) mth (p(0)=0 we have

s-lim (p(|Q|. r|-P)U*VJ=0.
I t | -»• 00

Proof. — We prove both the results only for the positive sign.
(i) Clearly it is enough to show for/in D of Lemma 6. 8 (ii) that

s-lim V* U, Q, rp U* V,/= 0 for each 7.
t->ao

Note that for/in D, by Lemma 6. 7 (xiv)

(6.i6) ( i+lQD-^v^oai+isi)-^2) .
A simple calculation shows that

(V* U, Q,U* V,-Q,)/=(V* Q^-Q.-^V* P,V,)/== RdssV^D.W) (Q) V,/
Jo

The result follows from (2. 3), (6.16) and Lemma 6.8 (ii).
(ii) Follows from (i) and Lemma 2.1 of [19].

Q.E.D.

APPENDIX

We give the proof of the existence of Q+ in three steps.
Step 1. - Let s>0, set f,=exp(iX(s))R(M(s^)exp(-iX(s))ffor any/e^f, and set

Q (r) == V* U, exp (- i X (0). Then for \|/ e C? (0,), s-lim \|/ (H) Q (x + s) f, exists if
T ->• 00

fo oA||{W(Q)-W(^P)}^^exp(-f[X(^+s)-X(s)])R(M(5p)) | |<oo.

The finiteness of the integral is contained in the proof of Theorem 4.2 and therefore
s-lim \|/(H) Q(T)/ exists as T -> oo for every fixed s>0.

Step 2. — Since \l/(H)—\|/(Ho) is compact, it follows from Lemma A 1 (v) that
s-lim Q(r) v|/(Ho)/s exists as T -> oo.

Step 3. - Note that the set

U {vKHo)/Jsuppv|/c=^9c2,(l8c2)- l1l,
0<c<l/3 C L^ J J

is total in e^f. This is so because, by Lemma Al (iii)

exp(fX(s))v|/(Ho)R(M(sP))exp(-fX(s))
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converges strongly to 0 as s -> oo for every v|/ with above mentioned support properties.
Q.E.D.

Lemma A A. - Let fe ̂  (R^ be such that fe C? (R^ 0 }). Then

(i) s-\im[exp(iX(t))u.Qexp(-iX(t))]r^f=0,
t-*00

(ii) V/eL^R"), a>0 and P>l-a,

sAim¥(\Q\^at^exp(-iX(t))f=^
r-»oo

(iii) V/eL^R"), c in (0, 1/3) anri P>l-a

s-limF(|P e [(3 c), (3 c) -1]) R (1VI (('')) exp (-1 X (())/=().
(-»00

(iv) Let f be as in (i) anrf M e R \ TTi^n,

s-lim U* exp (f X (t)) ̂ -Q U, exp (- i X (t))f= (u. P) /,
t-^OD t

(v) w-lim U exp (- i X (t))f= 0, V/eL^R").
( -» oo

Proof. — (i) follows from

||{exp(fX(0)^Qexp(-fX(0)-(u.Q)}/||=||[^(VX)(r,P)]/| | .

(ii) Proceeding as in [19] and using (i) of Lemma 2.1 of [19], we have for every
continuous bounded function \|/ on [0,) vanishing in a neighbourhood of 0 that

^lim^dQlr^exp^fX^))/^, V/eL^R-).
(-^•00

Since every characteristics function is dominated by some such \|/, the result follows.
(iii) Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4 by using (3.9), (3.12) and (ii).
(iv) This follows from

| |{U*exp(fX(0)(u.Q)Uexp(-fX(0)-^.Q)-r(u.P)}/ | |

=| |{exp(fX(0)(M.Q)exp(-fX(0)-(M.Q)}/| |=| |[M.(VX)(?,P)]/ | | .

(v) It suffices to prove the result for fe C^ (R^ 0 }). Let fe Cy (R^ 0 }) be such
that |P I—spectral support of/ is in [a, oo) for some a>0. Now choose a continuous
bounded function (p on [0, oo) such that O^cp^l , (p(0)=l and (p=0 on an open
neighbourhood of [a, oo). Then by Lemma 2.1, cf. [19] and (iv),

(A . 1) 5-lim (p (| Q I/O U, exp (- i X (t))f= 0.
f-»00
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On the other hand for any ^eL^R^),

(4.2) s-lim[l-(p(|Q|/0]^=0.
t-»'00

Combining (A. 1) and (A. 2) we have the result.
Q.E.D.
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